
EXPERIENCE
CENTRE



For 20 years, The Hong Kong Science & 
Technology Parks Corporation(HKSTP) 
along with numerous I&T entreprises have created 
countless legends. The HKSTP Experience Centre 
has compiled inspirational stories, leading you on 
a fascinating journey. 

Everything starts right here, as we have been part 
of every I&T dream. Discover how I&T expand our 
vision to better imagine our everyday lives 
towards a more sustainable future.

of immersive I&T experience for an inspirational, visionary and
interactive journey 

HKSTP EXPERIENCE CENTRE
WELCOMES YOU

THIS TECHNOLOGY-EMPOWERED
COLLECTIVE MASTERPIECE PRESENTS

10370 zones

A shared space

The collective achievements
and evolving innovations
and technologies of our 
partner companies

2m+

300
tech components

+
powering 30+ multimedia and
interactive exhibits that narrate stories
about Hong Kong’s I&T ecosystem
and HKSTP’s role

for Science Park partner companies
and the larger I&T community to
explore collaboration



HKSTP never ceases to innovate. We focus on developing advanced technology and entrepreneurial spirit to 
drive global I&T  talents to achieve more, building Hong Kong as an international I&T hub.

We strive to cultivate a diverse talent pool, comment research to innofacturing through reindustrialisation, 
and create a well-established I&T ecosystem that bridges innovators with high-potential partners and 
investors for ideas to grow and thrive.

HKSTP Experience Centre promotes the unique I&T spirit of HKSTP in Hong Kong, demonstrating the newest 
collective I&T breakthroughs. Here, the creative generations start our their journey to embrace their 
boundless future.

HONG KONG SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY PARKS CORPORATION



01 IMMERSIVE
ROOM

Enter this captivating space, where visitors 
are enveloped in a visual journey that 
highlights the pressing issues of climate 
change and pioneering accomplishments of 
HKSTP as a global I&T hub, serving as a 
cornerstone of Hong Kong’s I&T ecosystem.

HALL 
OF 
FAME

Journey through HKSTP milestones as you walk 
into the radiant space, where the tunnel recounts 
the countless accomplishments and dreams 
fulfilled by the innovators and entrepreneurs 
supported by HKSTP.

02



DISCOVERY AREA 

Explore where potential 
biomedical technology reserach 
topics are translated into 
application solutions to benefit all.

The enriching influence of 
art-inspired innovation sparks 
positive development in our city, 
encompassing sustainable 
practices and environmental 
stewardship.

Delve into the exhibit highlighting 
R&D accomplishments in 
innovation and technology, each  
illustrating the potential of 
technology to improve human 
lives.

HKSTP takes immense pride in 
nurturing talents and cultivating 
visionary leaders. In this vibrant 
ecosystem, inspiring stories of 
I&T innovators abundantly thrive! 

03 04 05 06NEW LENS FOR
INNOVATION

FUSING ART AND
TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATION 
SHOWCASE

TALENTS
CORNER



07 08HKSTP
ECOSYSTEM
FLIGHT

AI
CHALLENGE

Embark on a one-of-a-kind simulation experience and 
witness how innovation transcends the boundaries of 
Hong Kong’s largest I&T ecosystem. Let your journey 
take flight from Science Park.

HKSTP fosters collaborative alliances where business
challenges would be addressed with next-gen
solutiobs. Discover the transformative power of joint
efforts with HKSTP in driving meaningful change.



09 FLEXIBLE 
SPACE

This special flexible shared space for inspiration and co-creation is set up for 
partner companies and the larger I&T community to spark ideas, explore potential 
opportunities, collaborate and realize visions. A perfect space ideal for small 
group meetings, customer engagement and networking.



10 INFINITY 
ROOM

Step into the mesmerising Infinity Room filled with luminous spheres 
where dreams for innovation and sustainability come alive. Set forth 
in the endless potential of I&T dreams with HKSTP today.
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Hall of Fame

Immersive Room

New lens for Innovation

Fusing Art and Technology

Innovation Showcase

Talents Corner

AI Challenge

Flexible Space

Infinity Room

Entrance

HKSTP Ecosystem Flight



9am - 6pm (Mon - Fri)

Contact

For bookings and enquiries
experiencectr@hkstp.org

G/F, Core Building 2 (1W),
1 Science Park West Avenue,
Hong Kong Science Park

OPENING HOURS

LOCATION


